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Don't click links in unwanted text messages (blog posts) You can see text messages that promise money -maybe paying for economic effects, loans for small businesses, or an offer for money you can get. In fact, I recently saw a WhatsApp text message in Spanish that shared money for people... How to accept spam text messages and report (article) if you
have a cell phone, you probably use it several times a day which you know. But have you ever received a text message from an unknown sender? It may be scammers trying to steal your personal information. Find out what you can do... Fing: When someone uses fake e-mails or ads (blog posts) don't fish, it's for you to share valuable personal information,
account numbers, social security numbers, or your login id and password. Scammers use this information to steal you... Netflix Fishing: Don't take bait (blog post) fishing is that when someone uses fake e-mails or tips, you can share valuable personal information- like account numbers, social security numbers, or your login id and password. Scammers use
your information to steal your money, you... You are a non-monitor who lists your services on sites like care.com, sittercity.com craigslist.com or , or , . . . A few months ago, we warned about a scandal that targets care like you. Here's a reminder: a con artist e-mail or an offer to the... Preventing unwanted phone calls and text messages (blog posts)
unwanted phone calls or random text messages seem to arrive in all hours. They work you, interrupt your dinner, or wake you up when you sleep. I think we can all agree they are a real nuisance. Did you know that he could also have a scandal... A text message (blog post) Let me set the scene: Your friend John is hurrying to get his daughter from school
and her son to the football field, and there's nothing in the fridge because he still needs to stop at the grocery store. In the middle of this everyday jinn... Can you give a loan collector a message for money? (Blog post) It may start with an unexpected text message or e-mail like this: Warning! Pay for your $$IS 6/19/15 Call XXX-XXX-XXX held on. The
message is a lie. You don't have payment arrangements with anyone. Thou... Page 2 Rewards Fraud (Article) You have just won $5,000! Or $5,000,000. Or maybe it's a wonderful diamond ring, or a luxury vacation? More likely, this is a reward scandal, and you will find the prize is not maximum-if you will get a reward. Here's a way to think about it: If you...
Random text ? Wait, wait, don't click on it! Here's a tap that's worth repeating: you've got on your phone Don't click a link in the message that says you have won a great prize or gift card. Do not reply It's probably a scandal. Federal Trade Commission settles... No reward that a text message (blog post) a free iPad?! A $1,000 gift card . And all you have
selected for a reward to click is the text message you've got out of the blue? According to a recent FTC analysis, with a marketer named Jason Q. Cruz, it's just not so. Looks mr.... A text turn on the loan collection (blog post) yet another text message. Who is this one? Seriously? A loan collector? Getting a loan from a depositor can be annoying, but it's not
illegal. What is illegal is an incomplete disclosure and a harassment or misleading attempt... Vexing advice (blog post) which doesn't like to get something for free ? It's the kind of messages you're hoping to send when scammers: you've been selected for a free $1000 giftcards! Enter code'... Back to school smarts (blog posts) With your kids going back to
school, you can expect that they spend more time with their noses which are glued to a screen in their eyes. And because you know they'll spend time online -social, sharing photos, and... Don't return text (blog post) You receive a text message claiming your e-mail account. The message asks you to re-enable your account. Is your account really hacked, or
is it a scandal? Here's an example of creating a spam text... Page 3 Spam (and RoboCallis) (blog post) TXT MSG: U won a free gift card!!! 2 TXMSGSPAM, enter the code to claim the card within $24. Ru getting ? Recently, the FTC moved to close a network of scammers who said free gifts were promised, prizes were sent to the spam-sniffing,... . Artificial
Text Message Offers Rewards (blog post) If you've ever received a text message on your cell phone then it tells you that you've won the free prize, you're not alone. Over the past year, the FTC has received thousands of complaints about unwanted text messages. Many... Texting and mobile phone bills (articles) meet the trauma... If your parents have ever
met Bill Flick, you'll probably know. Mr. Who-it's not a lie: What happens when your family's cell phone bill is far more so it should be. Or compared to you... What age is it for a child to have a mobile phone? It's something to decide for you and your family. Consider the age, personality, and maturity of your child and the circumstances of your family. Is your
child responsible enough to follow the rules... Children: Texting and sexting (article) any child with a cell phone probably uses it to send and receive text messages and pictures. It is similar to using e-mail or instant messaging and applies the same rules and safety rules. Texting Sexting Texting If You Have Kids... Are...
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